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Defence Reserves Association Western Australia

President’s
Message

Committee

• President - COL Mike Page RFD
• E: tacticswa@aol.com
• Secretary - CPL B Cooper
• E: kaylc2011@gmail.com
A Few Words from the President
Treasurer
- BRIG Duncan Warren AM
•
RFD
Dear DRA-WA Members
• E: duncan.warren13@gmail.com
Editor
- CAPT Ray Galliott RFD
•
I hope this newsletter finds you and your families safe and well.
E:
raygalliott@gmail.com
•
First up, I would also like to thank your committee members for their • Events Co-ordinator: Ian Thomas
continued commitment and support. Frankly, without their assistance and
• E: ianthomas54@bigpond.com
friendship it would be impossible to run your DRA-WA. My thanks to Ray • W: https://dra.org.au/home
Galliott, Duncan Warren, Sean O’Connell, Graeme Johnson, Paul Brabazon, • Committee Email:
Ian Thomas, David ‘Blue’ Cooper and Shane Edmonds.
• E DRAWAMembers@gmail.com

April 2022

Your committee and the welcome guests from our affiliated associations;
Frank Taylor, President the 28th Battalion ‘Swan Regiment’ Assoc, President
Geoff Tooth and Bob Schrugin from the RWAR Assoc met at 43 Below,
Barrack St, Perth to plan this year’s activities.
•
Events
Our country excursion trip last year to the Dardanup Museum at Heritage
Park was a great event, so this year we will be doing another bus trip down •
south – this time to HMAS Stirling hopefully with a lunch at the one of the
Messes - more to follow on this event from our Events Co-ordinator, Ian •
Thomas who’s recently returned home from a driving trip over East. He has
finally been able to see his family for Christmas and also be present for his •
son’s promotion to Colonel at Duntroon House, RMC.
Looking forward; the following events have now been confirmed, so please
•
add them to your diary and book them when you can, Ray will send out a
reminder to everyone through the year:

DIARY NOTES
Newsletter Contributions: Please
forward items of interest to the Editor
for inclusion in future Newsletters.
AGM - 10 APR 22 at O’Meara’s
Canteen, 16 RWAR from 11.00 a.m.
MIXED DINNER - 5 August 22 at
The ANZAC Club.
DRA FORMAL DINNER - 15TH
October 2022 at the UWA Club,
Crawley.
XMAS FUNCTION - Saturday 4
December 2022 at the Gaby Club,
11/28 RWAR.

The DRA-WA Committee has an objective to improve our communication to members through a regular Newsletter
and emails/
The Newsletter will include details of our activities, past and future, and many items of interest to members.
Each month, we will feature a short summary of a selected member’s service experience so we better know each
other. Contributions for the Newsletter should be emailed to: raygalliott@me.com
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•This year’s AGM will be held at the 16 RWAR ORs O’Meara’s Canteen, Cameron lines, Karrakatta, followed by
the popular no cost light lunch on Sunday, 10 April 22 commencing at 11.00 a.m. You can register your
attendance or apology by clicking HERE.
•ANZAC Day – this year we are marching so, bring a mate and march with the DRA-WA and RWAR contingent –
we are marching together as one group, as many of our members belong to both associations – all are
welcome, past and present serving members.
•An evening dinner is to be held on 5 August 22 at ANZAC House, level one. This will be an excellent, relatively
low-cost event with great food and wine – Ray recommends the food. This event will include invitations to both
the RWAR and the 28th Battalion (The Swan Regiment) Association members.
•The DRA-WA Formal Dinner will be held at the University Club of Western Australia, Nedlands from 6pm on
Saturday, 15th October 2022. It is always a fabulous meal and with superb wines and is a highlight of our
calendar and with limited places (32) this event always sells out. So, when the invites come out, get in early to
secure your seat.
•The DRA-WA Christmas function is planned for Sunday, 4 December 22 and again will be held in conjunction
with the RWAR and the 28th Battalion (The Swan Regiment) Association at the 11/28 RWAR ORs Gaby Club,
Irwin Barracks. The cost will be a flat $10 and will include a lunch with drinks at mess prices.
We will continue to support 13 Bde where we can and where it is appropriate. We will support the Bdes Ex- Service
Organisation (ESO) initiatives conducted by 13 Bde at Irwin Barracks Karrakatta with the first meeting being held on
Thursday 10 Mar 22. DRA-WA will also support the Bde’s Open Day if invited, probably again with a sausage sizzle
as that was a huge success last year – being seen at these events by current serving Reservists is important to
establish DRA relevancy with serving members.
The Lieutenant Colonel Richard Cook AM RFD Memorial Prize.
Last year we have launched of the Lieutenant Colonel Richard Cook, Memorial Prize. It would appear that the
initial offer of a $500 cash prize for writing a 3,000-word Military History essay was too much of a challenge for the
busy reservists. At last year’s AGM it was agreed that DRA-WA would offer up again the LTCOL Richard Cook
Memorial Prize but with a greater incentive being a $1,000 cash prize for a mere 1, 500 words – twice the cash for
half the work - we look forward to presenting an inaugural award this year, as it really should be a real bonus to any
Reservist who is studying.
DRA National Conference 2022 - 3 SEP 22.
This year’s DRA National Conference will be a combined face-to-face and virtual conference event hosted by DRAVIC and held from 0830 hrs – 1730 hrs on Saturday 3 September 2022 at the The Hyatt-Essendon Fields in central
Melbourne. So, with the relaxation of Covid-19 travel constraints, e.g., we can get back into the State if we leave, it
is hoped that DRA-WA will be able to send two representatives as we have done so in previous years. So, if you are
in Victoria, especially Melbourne over that W/E plan to attend as they are well attended by other DRA members
from other States and the event is well worth a day’s commitment.
DRA-National Submission
DRA-National has made several submissions to the Royal Commission into Defence and Veterans’ Suicide. They
have ensured that the Royal Commission’s investigation includes Reservists. The important failure to not issue DRA
Veterans Cards to many reservist is also raised in this submission. You can see the submission on the DRA National
website here: DRA Submission to the Royal Commission into Defence and Veterans’ Suicides

President
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The DRA History
As previously advised the DRA History has now been completed by Dr Andrew Kilsby and DRA National
are seeking a grant from the Army History Unit to help pay for the cost of publishing the book. Dr Kilsby
is still seeking good quality pictures of Past Reserve service, so if you have any excellent photos of your
Reserve service at a significant event, Freedom of the City, Annual Exercise or similar send us a copy and
we will forward it to Dr Kilsby – you never know you could be published.
Closer to home, and very relevant to WA is the WA Defence Review. Serge De Silva-Ranasinghe and his
team have recently released this year’s edition and it an excellent production. The link to his site is here:
Home | WA DEFENCE REVIEW. I would also continue to commend to you the on-line Contact Magazine,
Issue 73, it is contemporary and relevant and free to subscribers and worth the read. The link is here:
CONTACT magazine – Issue 73 - CONTACT magazine (contactairlandandsea.com) .
Finally, your committee and I look forward to seeing you at the AGM or marching with us in Perth on
ANZAC Day or at one of the many social events that your committee will be running this year. Please
attend some if not all and stay safe and look after yourself, your family and your mates.
Kind Regards
Michael Page
COL (Retd)
President DRA-WA
0400716724
Email: Tacticswa@aol.com

ANZAC DAY 2022 COMMEMORATIVE
SERVICE
BOOK YOUR SEAT NOW
Join us at Perth Concert Hall for the annual ANZAC Day Commemorative Service.
The program will feature the Salvation Army Perth Fortress Band and the ANZAC Day
Choir, brought together from Perth Modern School Chamber Choirs and Perth Modern
School Alumni Singers.

Monday 25 April, 11:00am
Please note: The Service will also be broadcast live by the ABC.
Click HERE to book.

Activity
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DRA-WA ANNUAL DINING IN NIGHT - UNIVERSITY OF WA CLUB, CRAWLEY.

Invitations will soon be emailed to all members inviting attendance to the Annual Dining In night at the
University Club Private Dining Room on Saturday 15th October 2022.

This event has been extremely popular and is set in the privacy off a dedicated dining room with first

class food, wine and service from the UWA Club staff.

With thanks to Dr Alan Pritchard, a UniClub member, for hosting us again this year, those attending

will enjoy pre-dinner drinks, a choice of 2 Entrees, 2 Main Courses and 2 Desserts along with tea and
coffee plus red and white wines and non-alcoholic beverages.
The price will be $105 pp ($90 pp for non-drinkers).

Depending on COVID-19 restrictions, if any, at the time, the number of attendees may be limited so

please ensure you respond at the earliest to secure your seats.

The maximum number of attendees is 32 so early booking is recommended so you do not miss out.
Mark your diaries now.
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Information

www.dra.org.au

ANNUAL CONFERENCE - MELBOURNE
0830 hrs – 1730 hrs
Saturday 3 September 2022
The Hyatt-Essendon Fields

A

fter two years of operating online DRA Victoria is pleased to welcome back our
colleagues both local and interstate at the above venue.

Although there will be an online link for those that cannot attend in person, we want
to encourage everyone to join us for both the conference and the dinner that evening.
Everyone with an interest in the Australia Defence Force and the critical roles that Reserves
perform is encouraged to attend.
This year’s conference will be conducted with a nationwide audience and speaker panel.
The outstanding panel of uniformed and other expert speakers is being assembled for the
occasion with presentations being simultaneously broadcast and recorded for those not
personally in attendance.
The dinner and guest speaker will follow the conference in the evening.
Please set the date aside in order to be a part of this important event and participate in the Q
and A sessions that are a regular feature.
Further detail, including agenda and costs, will be advised in due course together with details
for registration.

PROFILE
COMMITTEE MEMBER
SEAN O’CONNELL (Vice
President).

S

ean joined the 11th
Independent Rifle
Company (11 IRC) in
Albany in 1987 as a private
soldier and was part of the
merge parade with 28 IRC in 1988 when 11/28
RWAR was formed (He went AWOL from Leeuwin
Barracks that night in Perth to see a John Cougar
concert). After 2 years as a digger, he was
accepted into regular army officer training at RMC
Duntroon, where he graduated to the Military
Police in June 1990.
Sean completed 12 years ARA service which
included a deployment to East Timor as OC of the
INTERFET Military Police Company in 1999-2000
and support to the Sydney 2000 Olympics. In
2001 Sean transferred back to the Infantry in WA
and served in LWC and 16 RWAR for numerous
appointments before being promoted to LTCOL
and taking command of 11/28 RWAR between
2010-2012. He retired from service in 2015.
In civilian life Sean works for Chevron Australia as
the Health, Safety and Environment Manager for
a major gas expansion project. He is married to
Leanne and has two adult children – Brad and
Katey.
In the last 10 years he has been involved in
international project work in Canada, Kazakhstan
and South Korea. Sean and Leanne arrived back
from a two year assignment in South Korea at the
end of 2019 just before the arrival of the COVID
pandemic. He enjoys driving his Ford Mustang
and doing stand-up paddle boarding in the ocean.
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Obituary
LTCOL Keith F Chapman AM RFD

K

eith served as an officer in the Army Legal Corps in Western Australia and ended
his service at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He was appointed Panel Leader in
Western Australia, directing the work of some 145 Active Reserve legal officers. He
was previously a member of the Judges Advocate Panel and a Defence Force
Magistrate.
Some of his duties included: Presiding over Service Tribunals; Providing legal advice and
service and other matters to service members; Conducting legal aid sessions with a major
emphasis on family law; Assisting members in contractual matters and the drawing of wills
and as Panel Leader in WA, he was responsible for supervising the other members of the
panel and providing training and leadership.
His father served in the Royal Australian Naval Reserves from 1938-1961. His unit was called up to active duty in 1939
through to the end of World War II. At the time of his retirement, he had attained the rank of Chief Petty Officer—
Blacksmith, and had been decorated with the Reserve Long Service Medal and Star. Keith was always very proud of his
father’s service, and in his bravery in rescuing and helping to bury many soldiers after the bombing in Darwin.
His mother’s older brother was wounded at Gallipoli on Anzac Day in World War I and died as a result of his wounds.
Keith proudly wore the medals of both his father and his uncle each year at the Anzac Day parade, and proudly stood at
the end of our driveway at dawn in April 2021, just weeks before his death, in honour of those who gave their lives.
Despite the fact that he had learning disabilities and came from a working-class background, Keith sought an education
and successfully completed degrees in both Accounting and Law, graduating from the University of Western Australia in
1975. At the time of his graduation, he was the father of five children, including one with a serious disability. Keith
became a leader in his profession, in the community, and as a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Key achievements:
Principal Registrar of the Supreme Court 1989-2014
Acting Master of Supreme Court for periods from 1994-2014
Pioneered Mediation and Case Management Systems in the Supreme Court of Western Australia.
Deputy Chief Magistrate of the Solmon Islands—Seconded from May 2005-April 2006
President of the Guardianship and Administration Board of Western Australia July 1998-Feb 2004
Served in a variety of positions in the Disability Sector in Western Australia and Nationally, from 1979-2013. He was
Chairman of the Board of Cerebral Palsy Association for a period of 13 years.
• Served as President of the Dianella Stake of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, presiding over a
congregation of more than 3,000 members.
After
his retirement, he and his wife served a Church mission to the Island of Cyprus in 2014. In 2015, the two served
•
a local Church Mission in the Addiction Recovery Program which incorporates Christian principles into the 12 Step
Program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
n 2015, he was awarded Australian Honours in recognition of his many and varied contributions to the Judiciary, the
Disability Sector, and the Community of Western Australia over a period of forty years. He was the father of 5 sons and
one daughter, grandfather of 28 and great grandfather of 11. He was stepfather to 6 daughters and 4 sons, and stepgrandfather to 33. He is survived by this large posterity and by his wife, Karen.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key to his philosophy as a leader was his recognition that everyone is deserving of respect. Whether he was dealing with
a person with disabilities, the Registrars he supervised in the Supreme Court, or a subordinate in the military, he treated
each person with dignity. As a result, he earned the respect and loyalty of those he led. Keith passed away suddenly from
a heart attack 12 May 2021 at his home in Madora Bay with his wife Karen. He was 76 years old.
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INTEREST
Notable Interviews on Capital Community Radio

Over the years there have been many interviews broadcast on Capital Community Radio - far too
many to list here.
The programme's focus of attention is the Australian Armed Forces past and present.
Hence the predominant military theme of many of these
interviews.
Click HERE to listen to the people interviewed and to hear their
stories.

From The President.
Ukraine – “I Hope the Russians Love their Children Too”

I

recently attended the WASO’s opening night and the orchestras first act, led by their Principal Conductor Asher
Fisch was to play the Ukrainian National Anthem – it was deeply moving and inspirational. The standing ovation
validate the orchestra’s choice in making music their tangible statement of support for Ukraine and its people. For
those that were not there, the Facebook link is here, (1) Facebook it is worth watching.

As student of military history, especially the Second World War and the Eastern Front campaigns of Russia, I could
not let the war of survival that Ukraine now finds itself fighting without making several observations. For Russia –
read its President, Putin – to go to war in this day and age is appalling. Russia was never under threat by Ukraine –
even as a NATO member, a membership that was realistically unlikely in the short-term. The reason(s) President
Putin went to war last month have been speculated on by a multitude of military, political and civilian theorist.
Certainly, the most accepted reason is Putin’s desire to be seen as the ‘man’ that reunified the old USSR. This
attempt to regain the old borders of the 1950’s Cold War USSR is retrograde expansionism which has had calamitous
consequences for both nations and their peoples. Gorbachev’s years of glasnost and perestroika broke the shackles
that bound many Soviet Bloc countries to Moscow and offered these nations a road to independence, prosperity,
peace, democracy and access to Western global markets. Ukraine was one of those nations that gained its
independence in 1991 with over 320 of their politicians voted for, 2 against and 6 abstained. This was a nation that
had clearly chosen its future and it was not one that included continuing its future with Moscow.
President Putin is a product of his environment, the cold war, his experiences in East Germany as a KGB officer and
the belief that the USSR was a preeminent world power. The harsh reality of slow economic growth of Russia,
oligarchs excluded, and its decline as a military power post the Gorbachev era compounded by his profound dislike
for anything US (Western) has led him to where he is today. He has sought a place in the history books, immortality
by another name. A place indeed, but not the one of national leader reuniting a disparate nation back to its former
Soviet Union glory days, but one of a world pariah being linked with images of Adolf Hitler. The irony of this
personification is of course Hitler was one of, if not Russia’s greatest enemy. Hitler’s invasion of Russia was the
primary reason Germany was ultimately defeated, hopefully that parallel is not lost on Putin with his invasion of
Ukraine.
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Much has been already said about the military position and the failure of Russia’s massive military to conquer its
significantly smaller neighbour. Putin’s ‘Special Military Operation’ should have been over in 48 – 72 hours based
on more than one military assessment prior to the invasion – even NATO’s. That timeline was based on any of the
metrics that military theorists study; financial and military, it should have seen the Ukrainian military
overwhelmed in a short and decisive operation. Kiev, Ukraine’s capitol and Government should have been
captured, its President Zelensky killed, capture or arrested, the Ukraine’s Army laying down their arms or
surrendering, and its population welcoming the Russians as liberators. The reality has been the opposite. After a
month of war, Kiev is still in Ukrainian hands, their President Zelensky still presiding, and its Army and air-force
fighting tenaciously supported by Western aid and a stoic population that has been unified in their defence of
their country. So, what has gone wrong for Putin’s ‘Special Military Operation’? Why has David prevailed over
Goliath?
Everyone has seen the graphics that have populated the media and military webpages. The spend on defence by
country, the two countries by percentage of GDP and in dollar equivalents. The huge disparity of every single
weapons platform that make up today’s military was enormous. In every platform, tanks, APC’s, artillery,
personnel, attack and transport helicopters, aircraft and warships the differential between Russia’s armed forces
and Ukraine’s was enormous. The sheer size of the Russian armed forces is, I believe, as others have suggested,
one of the primary issues of Russia’s military failure to achieve its primary objectives has been the size of its
military.
When the Soviet Union collapsed, Russia inherited an enormous military: naval, Army, air force and nuclear.
However, the cost of paying for all that military might with declining revenues saw the Navy inactive and rusting in
port, maintenance schedules fail for lack of funds, training and modernisation funding reduced – including pilot
training (air hours) and the reduction of living conditions in the military; accommodation, pay and food. Resulting
in a large, poorly maintained, and trained defence force with huge morale problems. Whilst Russia failed to
sustain its enormous 1980’s military, in contrast Western nations (especially NATO) were downsizing, allowing
them to retain smaller defence forces at cost that was manageable in a world not at war. Russia’s defence budget
when compared to Ukraine’s is enormous, but out of that budget, Russia has had to pay for its nuclear arsenal –
anything ‘nuclear’ does not come cheaply, Russia’s naval maintenance and modernisation program, another
enormous expense. Similarly, its air-force so essential if it was to meet a peer or near-peer threat is exorbitant to
build and maintain with 5th generation aircraft. Further, the drain on the defence budget, to simply pay for current
expenses of their army leaves little of that that vast sum to fund replacement or upgrades on the scale that their
legacy army would need. The big question that seems to have been answered by the plethora of destroyed
armoured and soft skinned vehicles, was how fit for purpose was Russia’s invading forces, apparently it was not.
This tends to support the often-heard quote about the Russian Army, “Russia has a large, modern military. But the
large part isn't modern, and the modern part isn't large.”
In contrast the Ukrainian Defence Force had but one task, the defeat of the Russian invader, one whose aim had
been announced during the period 2014 - 2018 when it had reclaimed Crimea and supported separatists in the
Donbas and Donetsk regions of Southern Ukraine. The Ukraine Defence budget could focus on what it needed to
do, and certainly it obtained the next generation of Western Anti-tank weapons, man portable and deadly to tanks
and AFVs. The Ukrainian Army had purchased the Javelin Anti-tank system (used by Australia) since 2018 and has
had multiple shipments from the US approved since the invasion. This weapon system, with its fire and forget, top
deck attack mode has been devastating to every Russian tank. Some argue with this new generation of weapons,
albeit at $80K a shot has rendered tanks and AFV obsolete.
As a MILOPS instructor at Command and Staff College, I assessed both Full-time and Reserve presentations of
Army/Corp level plans – even wargaming several coalition operations. The Russian planning for the invasion and
worse its execution has at best been arrogantly lax, and at worst incompetent. The footage that we are being fed
through multiple sources, press and social clearly shows tactical and operational incompetence at several levels.
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Armoured vehicles advancing along roads, no cross-country tactical movement, a clear lack of combined arms
support, little Close Air Support CAS), or supporting Fires (Artillery) of the manoeuvre forces. The lack of infantry
and armour cooperation in combined teams at any level is probably most evident in the video and stills that we
have seen. Russian tanks advancing without infantry in complex terrain; forests and built-up areas of towns and
cities with no apparent infantry support, clearing and protecting them. The destroyed Russian tanks have become
the symbol of Ukrainian resistance and they litter the battlefield, in towns, cities and the roads. The loss rate of
vehicles is staggering. Those that are interested should view the Oryx Twitter web pages which ‘independently’
verifies the loss of equipment and their locations, you can see each vehicle, its location and brief notes describing it
– it includes destroyed, captured and abandoned lists from both sides. Oryx can be viewed here (3) Oryx
(@oryxspioenkop) / Twitter
To see columns of logistic and military vehicles lined up on roads for kilometres is against all the training and
military ethos of both combat and logistic SOPs, no dispersion or separation. Perhaps this is derived from an
arrogance or over confidence and/or a very poor assessment of your opposition. Perhaps, the Russian have
determined that the Ukrainian air force or army cannot attack these columns despite evidence of the Baykar
Bayraktar TB2 drones successfully destroying Russian artillery and AFVs. It seems from a Western perspective
incredulous, and I suspect that the ground attack and drone pilots of the Western Forces would have had a field
day.
At unit and individual level there has been little if anything seen of night fighting equipment, no NVG on Russian
soldiers, no evidence of their army appearing to be trained or prepared for fighting at night. The armoured vehicles
and trucks appeared to be poorly maintained as evidence of worn tyres and leaking and broken seals on wheel
hubs. In captured and damaged vehicles, there appears to a distinct lack of digital communications equipment.
Even, at the individual soldier level there are few photos of individual communications packs and if we are to
believe the media reports of officers, even senior officers appear to be using analogue, or worse civilian mobile
phones to coordinate operations compromising individual and unit OPSEC.
Knowing that a large percentage of the Russian Army is made up of conscripts, combined with a lack of modern
equipment – the T72 and T80 are the Russian predominant tanks, but these are 1980’s era vehicles. Certainly, they
have been modernised, but they are being destroyed, often with their crews at an unsustainable rate. This goes in
part to explain why the Russian Army has not achieved any significant measure of success. Their heavy reliance on
tanks in mass to shock their enemy into submission has simply not been successful. The lack of the Russian air-force
has also been cited as another reason for the lack of progress, advancing armies need air superiority to survive
today’s battlefield. Why the Russian air force has not dominated the air space is yet to be established. Some
theorists have suggested that the use on MANPADS, man-portable air-defence systems like the US Stinger has
limited its intervention on the battlefield. Others have suggested that the lack of pilot training (flying hours) has
significantly reduced the air-forces capacity to attack targets, especially the ground attack aircraft like the SU-25’s,
which are again a legacy of the cold war – these aircraft are 30 years old. The other half of the why they have failed
is the Ukraine response.
The issue of morale and tenacity, the conscript invader verses the patriotic defender, heroically, against the odds,
defending their homeland. Russia’s collective memory should have recalled the same patriotic fervour of the
Second World War when the Germans invaded first the Ukraine and then Russia itself. The intelligence assessment
given to Putin on the Ukraine’s capacity or willingness to fight must have been severely flawed, again I suspect that
who ever delivered the brief to Putin briefed him on what Putin wanted to hear and not what the true assessment
was. This ‘emperor’s new clothes’ analogy is not uncommon where autocratic leaders are surrounded by
sycophantic subordinates who deliver not the unpalatable truth, but what their leader wants to hear.
At a political and in part military level it has been immensely pleasing and significantly reassuring how the West
reacted, its speed in delivering sanctions against Russia and its people as well as the supply of modern anti-tank
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and anti-air weapon systems. Again, I think the Putin’s briefings on how the West and other countries were likely to
react have been well off the mark. Yes, Putin would have been expecting sanctions – but nothing on the scale and
synchronisation that have been implemented. I suspect that Putin, and the Russians would have been able to wear the
short time sanction of their special military operation if it had been over in 48-72 hours. They may have hoped that an
early capitulation by Ukraine and a settling into a degree of normalisation, they could have reasonably expected that
the West would have returned to ‘business as usual’ and Ukraine’s absorption into the greater Russia would have rapidly
faded from memory. What we have seen is the opposite, increased sanctions, aid both military and humanitarian and
worse for Russian and significant increases in NATO members preparedness. I suspect that what the military observers
of this conflict, especially the Western world has been both surprised and reassured in the Russian military
performance. As the peer and near peer opponents like the US and NATO – Ukraine’s special military operation has
done nothing to enhance the Russian military’s reputation and certainly, future Russian weapon sales.
As for the future, Putin must be given an exit strategy – without one, he can only save face and remain in power by
continuing the war of attrition to achieve a victory, whatever shape that takes in his mind. Russia will probably win that
war of attrition, but it will be at a huge cost to both nations and their people. Worst, he may be forced to use chemical
and biological weapons against Ukraine’s defenders to save his and his Army’s already tarnished reputation. The
definition of ‘winning’ will be open to conjecture, but for Putin the absorption of Ukraine in whole or part back into the
old USSR boundary would suffice. No doubt with a compliant puppet President and Government replacing Zelensky and
the current defiant Ukraine Government. This will be a war of attrition that will see horrendous losses on both sides and
the complete destruction of many towns and cities of Ukraine. Putin may, if he survives, force the capitulation of the
Ukraine but what Russia will inherit is an immense country that has been destroyed, a subjugated population that will
be united in the pure hatred of everything Russian and a Western Europe that is alert, aware and rearming. Russia with
clear territorial aims of expansion, will now be perceived as the primary threat to neighbouring NATO countries. This
reason alone – will give NATO a reason to exist for the next 50 years. Russia will remain a pariah state for most of our
future with little opportunity to trade or travel to the West, becoming fundamentally a declining nation, no longer a
member of the world order for many years to come.
There is a more viable alternative, the Russian elites backed by its senior officer corps could remove their President and
adopt a path that is not one of war and confrontation. Yes, there would have to be concessions, possibly reparations
and certainly some acceptance of international justice. But the removal of Putin would create the opportunity to a
cessation of the ‘Special Military Operation’, a cease-fire and withdrawal back to both countries recognised borders.
Can the Ukraine defend itself against the Russian invasion despite the apparent disparity in force ratios between the
two countries, I believe yes, but it will require a continuous if not an increase in the military aid that the West will need
to supply. Ukraine, the country and its people will continue to pay a heavy toll for each day that this war continues, the
sooner this war ceases, and the Russian’s withdraw back to their border cannot be soon enough.

Bayraktar Drone

Interest
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Indigenous - RAN
NAIDOC Week (celebrating National National Aborigines and Islanders Day) is held every second week in
July and especially honours all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men and women who have fought in
defence of country.
While we are starting to learn more about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders who fought as ‘Black Diggers’
during World War I, what do we know of any Indigenous sailors?
The image (left) shows Aboriginal sailors
on HMAS Geranium when it was
conducting a mapping survey of waters
across the north and west of Australia in
1926. They may well have been recruited
for their intimate knowledge of the area.
The title ‘Black Watch’ – while a reference
to the famous Scottish regiment – may
also refer to their role and skills in
surveillance.
In fact, the military recruitment and
service of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders for their skills and knowledge of
country has a long history – right from the
early colonial period when British soldiers
needed guides through the bush. Some
Indigenous men managed to join the
Australian colonial forces, such as the first
recorded Aboriginal man in uniform,
Thomas Bungalene, who enlisted in the
Victorian Colonial Navy in 1863 – though Thomas seems to have been sent to the navy to ‘benefit from the
discipline’.
While recent focus on ‘Black Diggers’ during World War I has shown there were hundreds who served – often
unrecognised and who continued to be unrewarded long after the war – it appears there are no historical
records of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander service in the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) at this time.
Considering that many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders had a long tradition of working in maritime
industries – from fishing in the early colony of New South Wales to voyagers such as Bungaree andd his
circumnavigation of the continent with Matthew Flinders in 1803, to whaling in the southern oceans and
pearling in the north and west – it would be surprising if some Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders had not
served in the navy before the sailors on HMAS Geranium in 1926.
Research has shown that the RAN was a willing recruiter of non-RAN personnel from its inception in 1913.
For example, it followed the tradition of Britain’s Royal Navy in recruiting ‘Seedie boys’ from West Africa in
1915 (picture below). Early in the war the RAN used the services of Japanese pilots and Melanesian ‘policemilitia’ in navigating New Guinea waters and in the occupation of the German colonies in the Pacific.
So too, Chinese seamen were taken on in various roles – particularly during patrols in South-East Asia when
crew illness rates were high. Often these non-Australian temporary recruits were tasked with the dirtiest jobs
such as cooking, laundry and the worst of them all – loading and stoking coal. The Seedie boys were provided
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NEW MEMBERS
President Mike Page has issued a challenge to all Members - sign up one NEW member each to double our membership base. Or
invite a potential new member to our AGM/BBQ - all will be most welcome.
Complete this form OR go online HERE OR Scan the QR code

DEFENCE RESERVES ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH) INC

NEW APPLICATION OR RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP DRA-WA
Surname: …………………………………………………………………………………………………
First Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Preferred Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
Postal Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
PHONE: …………………………………………Mob………………………………………………….
EMAIL: ………………………………………………….……………………………………………….
Regimental or PM KEYS NO: ……………………………. Post Nominals:……………………………..
Rank: ………………………………. Service: RAN, ARMY, RAAF
Unit/Division/Muster (If still serving) or last Unit/division/Muster served
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Please enclose either: (please tick)
FIRST YEAR – NO CHARGE Renewal
Country members:
12 months subscription $8.00
24 months subscription (in advance) $12.50
36 months subscription (in advance) $15.00

Direct Deposit to Defence Bank
DRA WA (Inc)
BSB:
803 205
Bob:
833205
Account:
203520657
Account:
20352065

Metropolitan members:
12 months subscription $15.00
24 months subscription (in advance) $25.00
36 months subscription (in advance) $30.00

E-mail completed form to:
Duncan Warren duncan.warren13@gmail.com.au
Shane
Edmonds edm863@bigpond.com
And
drawamembers@gmail.com

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE DEFENCE RESERVES ASSOCIATION WA

